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0. INTRODUCTION 
In [20] the boundary value problem 
(0Д) ^ =̂  Ä{t) X + {\dfi{t, s)] x{s) + f{t), 
d^ Ja 
(0,2) I [dL(s)] x{s) = I {-oo < a< b < oo) 
was studied. The equation (0,1) was considered in the sense of Caratheodory. Solu-
tions were sought as absolutely continuous functions on [a, b], the n x n-matrix 
function A(t) and the n-vector function/(f) were assumed to be L-integrable on [a, b] 
and the n x n-matrix function G(t, s) was assumed to be of bounded variation on 
[a, b] in s for any t e [a, b], while 
(||G(r,a)|l + var^G(f, .)У dt < oo . Г 
Further, the m x n-matrix function L{t) was assumed to be of bounded variation 
on [a, b]. Among other things, the adjoint to this problem was defined in such 
a way that the Fredholm alternative for the existence of a solution to (0, 1), (O, 2) 
held. Further a relation between the number of Unearly independent solutions to the 
given and the adjoint homogeneous problems was established. Let for t e [a, b] 
C{t) = G{t, a+) - G(t, a), D{t) = G{t,b) - G{t, b-) , 
{ G{t, a+) for s = a , G(t, s) for a < s < b , G{t,b-) for s = b 




L{a+) for t = a , 
Щ for a<t<b, 
L{b-) for t==b. 
Then the adjoint boundary value problem to (0,1), (0,2) is to find a row n-vector 
function у of bounded variation on [a, b] and a row m-vector Я such that 
(0,1*) y{t) = y{a) - Гу{8) A{s) ds - A(Lo(r) ~ Lo(a)) -
b 
y{s) (Go(s, t) - Go(s, a)) ds on [a, b] , 
a 
(0,2*) з;(а) + ЯМ + y{s) C{s) ds = О , j(fe) - >liV - y{s) D{s) ds = 0 . 
Ja Ja 
The given problem has a solution iff 
j ( s ) / ( s )ds = l / 
a 
for any solution (y, Я) of (0,1*), (0,2*). If the given problem is homogeneous and 
has exactly r linearly independent solutions on [a, fo], then (0,1*), (0,2*) has exactly 
r + m — n Hnearly independent solutions on [a, b]. (The problem (0,1*), (0,2*) is 
the well-posed adjoint of the problem (0,1), (0,2).) 
The equation (0,1*) is a generalized (ordinary) differential equation in the sense 
of J. KURZWEIL ([8]) and it can be written in the form 
dt 
= D \-y B{t) - Ä Lo{t) - Г y{s) Go(s, t) ds I, 
where B{t) is the Lebesgue indefinite integral of A{t). This suggests that generally we 
can expect the symmetry of the given boundary value problem and of its adjoint 
only if the original problem involves the generahzed differential equation. Generahzed 
differential equations were introduced by J. Kurzweil in [8]. Solutions to them are 
generally defined by means of the generalized Perron (Kurzweil) integral. In the 
special linear case 
dx C^ 
(0,3) - ^ = D{A{i) X + C{t) x{a) + D{i) x{b) + [d,G(r, s)] x{s) + / ( r )] 
dt Ja 
in which we are interested, the Perron-Stieltjes integral is fully sufficient. An n-vector 
function X is said to be a solution to (0,3) on [a, b] if, given t e [a, b], there exist 
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and it holds 
xU) = x{a) + I |d^(s)|x(s) + (Qt) - Qa)) x{a) + 
the Perron-Stieltjes integrals 
f'[d^(s)] x(s) and Cldfi{t,s)]x{s) 
Ja Ja 
(f r[d^(s)] x{s)  {C{t) C{a ) x{a) 
+ {D{t) - D{a)) x{b) + !\àXG{t, s) - С(а, s))] x{s) + f{t) - f{a) . 
Generalized differential equations were studied by several authors (cf. e.g. [8] — [10], 




with Ä and / left-continuous on [a, b] and of bounded variation on [a, b]. For the 
similar "differentio-Stieltjes-integral" equation 
(0,5) x{t) = x(a) + Г r[d^(s)] x{s) + f{t) ~ f{a) 
involving the Young integral T. H. HILDEBRANDT obtained in [6] the fundamental 
results (as e.g. existence and uniqueness of a solution in the class of bounded func­
tions, fundamental matrix to the corresponding homogeneous equation, variation 
of-constants formula, relation to the adjoint equation) without supposing the 
continuity of Ä and/from the left or from the right. Under the assumptions guaran-
teeing the existence of a solution to (0,5) we may apply all these results to (0,4) 
(cf. [17]). 
Another good reason for the investigation of boundary value problems for gener-
alized differential equations is that by means of the transformation due to W. R. 
JONES [7] the integral boundary value problem (0,1), (0,2) is transferred to the 
simple two-point problem for the equation (0,3) with A, G,f appropriately defined. 
Even (cf. [19]) if G{t, s) = Gi(r) G2(s) we can convert (0,1), (0,2) into a two-point 
boundary value problem for an equation of the type (0,4). Finally, let us notice that 
also some practical problems (as e.g. those quoted in [18]) lead to boundary value 
problems for generahzed differential equations. 
Boundary value problems for generahzed ordinary differential equations were for 
the first time mentioned in the book [1] by F. V. ATKINSON (chapter XI). In [19] to 
the boundary value problems 
(0,4) ^ = D[Ait)x+f{t)}, 
di 
(0,6) M x{a) + N x{b) = / 
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and 
(^'^) ^ = ^ [^(0 ^ +iH,{t) Cx{a) + Dx{b)) + H,{t)Ç[dG{s)-] x{s) + f{t)\, 
(0,8) M x{a) + N x{b) + Г [dLi(s)] x(s) = I, , f'[dL,(s)] x(s) = /, 
Ja Ja 
the well-posed adjoints were found under the assumptions 
(i) y4,/are of bounded variation and regular on [a, b] (Л"̂ Л(г) = A[t+) — Ä{t) = 
= A{t) - Ä{t-~) = A~A(t) for a < t < b, A^Ä{a) = Л~Л(Ь) = О and analogously 
for/), (A'^Ä{t)y = 0 for a < f < fo, M and N are constant matrices and / is a con-
stant vector 
and 
(ii) A is absolutely continuous on [a, b]; H^, H2, G, L^, L2 and / are matrix 
functions of the appropriate types which are of bounded variation and regular on 
[a, b]; M, AT, C, D are constant matrices such that the rank of the matrix [M, N; 
C, D] is maximal; /̂  and /2 are constant vectors, 
respectively. (In [19] the Hildebrandt symbohcs from [6] was used.) The latter 
problem covers that of R. N. BRYAN from [2]. 
In this paper we continue the investigations from [19]. We treat again the problems 
(0,4), (0,6) and (0,7), (0,8) and, moreover, the general problem (0,3), (0,2). For each 
of them we find the well-posed adjoint and prove the corresponding "alternative 
theorems". The first one is treated in §2. Instead of (i) we assume only A,f to be of 
bounded variation on [a, b], {A'^A{a)Y = {^~Л{Ь)У = 0, {A''A(t)y = {A-A{t)y 
and det [/ - {A'^A{t)y] Ф 0 for a < ^ < b. (/ is the identity matrix.) This and the 
generalized Jones transformation allow us to obtain in §3 the desired theorems for 
the problem (0,7), (0,8) under less restrictive hypotheses than (ii). It suffices if A is 
of bounded variation and regular on [a, b] and such that det [I — (A^yl(f))^] Ф 0 
for a < t < b. Furthermore, the matrices C, D need not be complementary to M, N 
and / need not be regular. Finally, §5 is devoted to the problem (0,3), (0,2), where 
A, C, D and / are of bounded variation and regular on [a, b]; (A'^A(t)y = 0 for 
a < t < b; G(t, s) is of bounded variation and regular on [a, b] in each variable for 
the other variable fixed and of bounded two-dimensional variation on [a, fo] x [a, b] 
(in the sense of Vitali); Lis of bounded variation on [a, b] and / is a constant vector. 
It is essential for our purpose to use the ''alternative lemmas" for the "integro-
algebraic" system 
h{t) + P{t)c Л- \ K{t, s) dh{s) = u{t) on [a, b] , ^ 
Qc + j R{s) dh{s) = t;. 
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These lemmas are stated in §4. They follows from the recent results of §t. Schwabik 
[16] concerning Unear operator equations in Banach spaces. The theorems of §5 
allow us to generalize the corresponding results from [20] for the classical boundary 
value problem (0,1), (0,2) to the case of ||G(f, a)|| + var̂  G{t, .) L-integrable on [a, b], 
but not necessarily square integrable. 
The boundary value problems (0,4), (0,6) and (0,7), (0,2) are also studied in [21]. 
The assumptions are similar as here. Only instead of the regularity of the occurring 
functions we assume these functions to be left continuous. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1,1. Notation, Let —оэ<а<Ь<со. J = [a, Ь] denotes the closed interval 
a S t й b and J^ = (a, b) its interior. ^^^ denotes the space of all real p xq-
matrices equipped with the norm 
Ч 
A = (a,.j) G ^p^^ -^ \A\ = max £ {a^l . 
(^^,д = ^p, ^i^q = ^*.) Given an arbitrary Ae^p^^, rank (yl) denotes its rank 
and A^ its transpose. If p == q and det Л Ф 0, then A~^ denotes the inverse of A. The 
identity p x p-matrix is denoted by Ip and the zero p x ^-matrix is denoted by Op ^. 
(Usually we write briefly / or O.) Let us notice that for x = (x^, X2, ..., ХрУ e M^ 
11̂11 = È Vi\ ^ p\A = p ^^^ \^i\ 
=1 p 
^^p,q denotes the Banach space (jB-space) of all p x <j-matrix functions of bounded 
variation on J equipped with the norm 
Fe^rp,,-^\\F\\^^= \\F{a)\\ +va r^F . 
i^^p 1 = ^^p^ ^^i,q = ^'^*-) (If 110 confusion may arise, indices are omitted.) 
Given F G J'lT, Fe denotes the continuous part of F, F̂ , = F — F^ and, further, for 
te J 
A^F{t) = F{t+) - F{i) , ^-F{i) = F{i) - F{t-) , ^F{t) = F(^+) - F{t^) . 
{A-F{a) = A^F(b) = 0 , AF(a) = A^F(a) , AF(b) = A-F(b).) 
The function F e ^i^ is said to be regular on J if A*F(f) = A~F{t) on J. (Thus 
A'*'F(a) = A~F(b) = 0.) The space of аИ p x ^-matrix functions of bounded 
variation and regular on J is denoted by ^i^^^q (or briefly J^iT^). The space of all 
p X ^-matrix functions F of bounded variation on J such that A'^F(a) = A~F(b) = 
= 0 and F(t+) = F{t-) = F(fl) for all te {a, b) is denoted by Жр,^ (or briefly 
jr, Ж ,̂д = Жр). (Evidently if F G Ж, then F,{t) = F{a) on J.) 
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Given an arbitrary matrix function G{t, s) defined for t, se J and given an arbitrary 
net subdivision о = {a = to < t^ < ... < tp = b, a = SQ < s^ < ... < s^ = b} of 
J X J, let us denote 
AA;,,G = \\G{tj^,, 5,+ i) ~ G{tj, 5fc+i) - G(tj^„ s,) + G{tj, s,)\\ , 
i = l J k = l 
Then 
^jxj{G) = sup^w(G;a) 
denotes the Vitali two-dimensional variation of G on J x J. (See [5], III §4.) The 
matrix function G is said to be of strongly bounded variation on J x J if 
>Vjxj(G) + varj G{a, •) + varj G(-, a) < oo . 
The space of all n x n-matrix functions of strongly bounded variation on J x J 
is denoted by ^^i^. If G e ^^i^, then 
varj G(% s) S ^jxj{G) + varj G(-, a) for all s eJ , 
varj G{t, •) g Wj^j{G) + var^ G{a, •) for all f e J . 
(See [5] or [14].) For G e ^^Г, we denote 
AtG{t, s) = G(r + , s) - G{t, s) , AjG(f, 5) = G{t, s+) - G{t, s) , 
ArG(f, s) = G{t, s) - G(r-, s) , AJG(^ s) = G(r, s) - G{t, s-) , 
AiG(r, 5) = G(̂  + , s) - G(f-, s) , A2G(r, s) = G(^ s+) - G(r, s - ) . 
Let us notice that if G{t, s) = G^{t) G2{s) with G ,̂ G2 G J ' IT , then G G .^J*ir (cf. [5]). 
1,2. Integrals. Generally, Jf F dG stands for the Perron-Stieltjes integral. Since we 
deai only with functions of bounded variation, the a-Young integral (7-integral) is 
fully sufficient for our purposes. For the definition of this integral see [5] II 19,3. 
Let us recall here only that if F, G G BV, then the expression 
(R,S) ÇF(t)dGXt) + J:ЩЩt) 
(with the ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral) has a sense and its value defines the 
Y-integral Ĵ  F(t) dG(t). The relationship between various types of the Stieltjes 
integral was discussed in detail in [15]. The basic properties (substitution theorem,, 
integration-by-parts formula, indefinite integrals etc.) of the Y-integral have been 
formulated and proved in [5]. We give here only some more compHcated or less, 
known formulas. (The list of properties of the Y-integral is given also in [19].) 
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Let F, G, H{t, •) and Я(-, s) € J^ir for ail t,s€J, let H{t, s) be bounded on J x J 
and let К e ^^i^. Then 
<1,2,1) fV(r)dG(0+ r[dF(0]G(0 = 
Ja Ja 
= F{b) G{b) - F{a) G{a) + ^ [^~F{t) A-G{t) - A*F{t) A+G(0] ; 
teJ 
(1.2.2) {\dF{t)] f Гя(г, s) dG(s)) = Г 7 r[dF(0] H(f, 5)) dG(s) + 
+ E [^"-f(0 Ж' ' 0 ^"•^(f) - A+f(f) H{t, t) A+G(f)] ; 
(1.2.3) 0{t) = I f (5) dG(s) e âSr and A+#(f) = F{t) A+G((), 
А-Ф(() = F{t) A-G(t) for all teJ; 
(1.2.4) | V ( 0 к f K(^ s) dG(s)1 = Г ( j V ( s ) [d,K{s, t)]\dG{t) ; 
(1.2.5) Щ = I G(s) d^(s, t)e^-r, 
while 
f ((+) = f G{s) d,K{s, t+) and •?((-) = Г G(s) d^(s, ( - ) ; 
Ja Ja 
(1.2.6) f f (f) к f'd Д (ï, s) G(s)1 = Г к f V(0 d,K{t, s)l G(s) 
for arbitrary с, de J, 
(The statements (1,2,4) —(1,2,6) have been proved in [14]. The assertion (1,2,4) 
follows also from the integration-by-parts formula (1,2,1) and from the Dirichlet 
formula (1,2,2).) 
1,3. Generalized linear ordinary differential equations. The fundamental results 




(1.3.2) ^ = D[A{t)x] 
dr 
have been summarized in [17]. (Essentially they were proved by T. H. Hildebrandt 
in [6].) Let us recall here only the basic facts. 
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Let 
(1.3.3) АвЗВГ„_„, fBâSr„,^ and 
det [/ - {ЬГА{{)У'\ . det [/ - (А+Л(())^] Ф О for any teJ . 
Then there exist unique n x n-matrix functions U(t, s) and V{t, s) defined on J x J 
and such that 
(1.3.4) V{t, s) = I+ ("[d^r)] U{x, s) 
and 
(1.3.5) V{us) =:J + fV(f ,a)d4a) 
for all t, se J. The functions U and F have the following properties, 
(i) There exists M < oo such that 
(1.3.6) var̂  17(-, s) + var^F(-, s) + var^ U{t, •) + varjF(f, -) й M 
for all t, se J , 
(ii) Given arbitrary f, s, r G J, 
(1.3.7) U{t, r) U{r, s) = U{t, s) , U{t, f) = J , 
F(r, r) F(r, s) = V{t, s) , F(f, 0 = / . 
(iii) If Л G J'lT^, then for an arbitrary s G J or f G J, l/(', s) or V{t, •) is regular 
on J as well. 
The notation U and Ffor the evolution matrix functions to (1,3,2) and to 
(1.3.8) ^=.D[-y^A{t)-], 
respectively, are kept throughout the paper. Let us notice that owing to (1,3,6) and 
(1,3,7) и and Ve Э'тГ, 
Given an arbitrary с e ^„, the unique solution x to (1,3,1) on J such that %{a) — с 
is given by 
(1.3.9) x{t) = U{t, a) (c - f{a)) + f{t) ~ (\dJJ{t, s)]/(s) on J . 
If besides (1,3,3) also [A'^A{t)y = {A'~A{t)y on J, then the corresponding evolu­
tion functions 17 and F fulfil the relations i > 
(1.3.10) F(t, s) = U(^ s) + F(f, s)(A-*-^(s))^ - {A^Ä{t)Y [7(t, s) for t.seJ. 
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In particular, 
(1,3,11) V{b, s) = U{b, s) + V(b, s) (AM(5))^ {V{b, a) = L/(b, a)) 
and therefore V{b, •) - U{b, •) e ^ . Furthermore, if {A^Ä{t)Y = iA~Ä{t)y = О 
on J, then the evolution functions U and F coincide on J and if, moreover Ä e ^'V^, 
then JJ is regular on J in both variables. F o r / e J'lT^, the variation-of-constants 
formula (1,3,9) becomes 
x(0 = l/(r, a) с + Гцг, 5) d/(s) . 
1,4. Adjoint matrices. Let M,N e ^ ^ „ be such that rank (M, N) = m. Then there 
exist matrices P, 2 e ^„,2n-m ^i^^ P> ß ^ ^n,m such that 
(i) d e t f ^ ' ^ + O; 
(ii) - M P + iVß = 0„,2.-. and -MP + NQ=I^; 
(iii) Pi, ßi G ^„,2n-m and Pi, öl G ^„„^ being arbitrary other matrices fulfiUing (i) 
and (ii), there exist a regular (2n — m) x (2n — m)-matrix R and a (2n — m) x 
X m-matrix iS such that 
Pi = PP , ßi = ßP , P,=P + PS, йг = й+ QS. 
(For some more details see e.g. [3] XI or [19].) 
The matrices P, ß and P, ß fulfilling (i) and (ii) are called respectively adjoint and 
complementary adjoint matrices to M, N. 
2. TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR GENERALIZED 
LINEAR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
Let Ä e ^i^„^„, fe ^i^„, M and N e ^^ „ and / G M^. In this paragraph we con-
sider the boundary value problem 
(2Д) ^=D\_A{t)x+f{t)-], 
(2.2) M x{a) + N x{b) = 1.' 
Without any loss of generality we may assume 0 ^ m ^ 2n and rank (M, N) = m. 
Throughout this paragraph we assume 
(2.3) det [/ - (А+Л(0)^] Ф 0 and (А'-Дг))^ = (^"^(0)^ for any teJ . 
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Lemma 2,1. An n-vector function x is a solution to (2,1), (2,2) iff 
(2.4) x{t) = U{t, a) (c - /(a)) + f{t) - {\d,U{t, s)] /(s) on J , 
where the n-vector с fulfils the linear system 
(2.5) [M + NU{b, a)] с = JV[F(b, a ) / (a ) - / (b) + f [d,F(b, 5)]/(s)] + ^ • 
Proof. Putting (1,3,9) into (2,2) we get that x is a solution to our boundary value 
problem iff it is given by (2,4), where с satisfies the system 
[M + NU{b, a)] с = N\lJ{b, a)f{a) - f{b) + [\ày{b, s)] /(s)] + I. 
Since V{b, •) - V{b, ')eJ/- (cf. (1,3,11)), 
[ ' [d ,F (b , s ) ] / ( s )=f ' ' [d , l / (b , s ) ] / ( s ) 
Ja Ja 
wherefrom the lemma immediately follows. 
By the well-known theorem from Hnear algebra we obtain. 
Corollary 2,1. The homogeneous boundary value problem 
(2.6) ^ = D[A{t)x-], 
dt 
(2.7) M x{a) + N x{b) = I 
has exactly r = n-rank ([M + NU{b, a)] linearly independent solutions on J. 
Definition 2Д. Let P, Q be adjoint matrices to M, iV, then the boundary value 
problem 
(2.8) ^ = D[-/40], 
dr 
(2.9) / ( a ) P + / ( b ) ô = 0 
is said to be adjoint to (2,1), (2,2). 
R e m a r k 2,1. The condition (2,9) does not depend on the choice of the adjoint 
matrices (cf. Sec. 1,4 (iii)). 
In some cases the following equivalent formulation of the adjoint boundary value 
problem appears to be more appropriate. To find an n-vector function y and an 
, m-vector 1 such that y is a solution to (2,8) on J and -'i 
(2.10) y\a) + Я'М = 0 , y\b) - ГМ = 0 . 
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If the couple (y, X) is a solution to (2,8), (2,10), then according to the definition of the 
matrices P, Q we have 
y\a) P + y\b) Q = X\~MP + NQ) = 0. 
On the other hand, if j is a solution to (2,8), (2,9), then since the rank of the matrix 
{~M,N) is maximal, there exists by Sec. 1,4 (ii) Я е ^ ^ such that y\a) = —XM 
and y\b) = XN. Thus, both the formulations are really equivalent. 
Lemma 2,2. An n-vector function у is a solution to (2,8), (2,9) iff 
(2.11) y\t) = y'NV(b, t) on J , 
where у e ^^ satisfies the linear system 
(2.12) f[M + NU{b, a)] = 0 . 
Proof. By the definition of the evolution matrix function V, an n-vector function у 
is a solution to (2,8) on J iff 
(2.13) y\t) = ô'V{b, t) on J, 
where ö is some constant n-vector. Let (y, X) be a solution to (2,8), (2,10). Since by 
(2.13) y\b) = Ô' = XN and y\a) = <5У(Ь, a) = XNV{b, a) = -XM, we have 
y\t) = XNV{b, t) on J and X[M + iVC/(b, a)] = >l̂ [M - M] = 0. 
Corollary 2,2. The adjoint boundary value problem (2,8), (2,9) has exactly 
r* = m-rank (M + NU(b, a)) linearly independent solutions on J. 
Proof. By Lemma 2,2 the adjoint problem has at most r* = m-rank(M + NU{b, a)) 
linearly independent on / solutions 
y){t) = y}NV{b,t) ( 7 = : l , 2 , . . . , r * ) , 
where jj are hnearly independent solutions of (2,12). Let these yj be hnearly dependent 
on J. Denoting by Г the r* x m-matrix formed by the rows y), we get that for some 
nonzero к e m,. kTNV{b, a) = кГМЩЬ, a) = 0, while Г[М + NU{b, a)] = 0. 
Since rank (M, N) = m and by (1,3,7) det U{b, a) Ф 0, it follows that кТ{М, N) = 0 
and /cT = 0, which contradicts the définition of Г. 
Theorem 2,1. Let P, Q and P, Q be respectively the adjoint and the complementary 
adjoint matrices to M,N. Then the given boundary value problem (2,1), (2,2) 
fulfilling (2,3) has a solution iff 
(2.14) уЩт - y\a)f{a) - !\ау\з)-]/(з) = {y\a) P + y\b)U)l 
.'• • • J a 
for any solution у of the adjoint problem (2,8), (2,9). 
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Proof. The system (2,5) has a solution iff 
fl = 7 w | / ( b ) ~ V{b, a)f{a) ^ Ç[d,V{b, s)] /(s)j 
for any solution 7 of (2,12). Given y e 0t^, let us put y\{t) = y^NV{b, t) on / . Then 
according to Lemma 2,1, the problem (2,1), (2,2) has a solution iff 
fl = y){b)f{b) - yta)f{a) - J W ) ] / ( s ) 
for any solution y of (2,12). For any such y we have 
y]{a) P + y;{b) Q = y'[NV{b, a) P + NQ] = f[^MP + NQ] = f . 
This together with Lemma 2,2 completes the proof. 
CoroUary 2,3. Let A e J'f^^,«, det [/ - (Л"^Л(г))̂ ] Ф 0 on J andfe ^Г^, Then 
the problem (2,1), (2,2) has a solution iff 
I y\s)àf(s)^{y\a)P + yXb)U)l 
for any solution y of the adjoint problem (2,8), (2,9). 
(Since any solution y of (2,8) is regular on J (cf. Sec. 1,3 (iii)), the proof follows 
from (2,14) by integration-by-parts formula (1,2,1).) 
Remark 2,2. The condition (2,14) is independent of the choice of the matrices 
P, Q, P, Q (cf. Sec. 1,4 (iii)). 
From Lemmas 2,1 and 2,2 we can, analogously as in Theorem 2,1, derive the neces-
sary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution to (2,1), (2,2) in the fol-
lowing form: 
Theorem 2,2. The problem (2,1), (2,2) fulfilling (2,3) has a solution iff 
y\b)f{b)-y\a)fia)-^Çldy\s)-}f{s) = n 
for any solution (y, X) of the adjoint problem (2,8), (2,10). 
Corollaries 2,1 and 2,2 yield immediately the following 
Theorem 2,3. Let the homogeneous boundary value problem (2,6), (2,7) have 
exactly r linearly independent solutions on J, then the adjoint problem (2,8)> 
(2,9) has exactly r* = r + m — n linearly independent solutions on J, 
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Analogously as Theorem 2,2 we could prove the following 
Theorem 2,4. Let (2,3) hold and let g e ^i^^ ^^d p, qe 0t^. Then the boundary 
value problem to find an n-vector function y and an m-vector X in such a way that y 
is a solution on J to the equation 
dr 
and 
у\а) + ГМ = р\ y\b)^X'N = q' 
has a solution iff 
g\b) x(b) - g\a) x{a) ~ f g\s) dx{s) = q' x{b) - f x{a) 
for any solution x of the homogeneous problem (2,6), (2,7). 
3. INTEGRAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR GENERALIZED LINEAR 
INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH A DEGENERATE KERNEL 
Let 
(3.1) A e ^r^^„ , det (/ - {A'^A{t)y) Ф 0 on J ; С and D e ^Г^^„ ; 
M and iV e ^^^,„ ; I, e M^^ and l^ e ^^^. 
We are looking for a solution x of the equation 
(3.2) ^ = D ÏA{t) X + C{t) x{a) + D{t) x{b) + H{t) ('[аЩ] x{s) + f{t)\ 
on J which is of bounded variation on J and such that 
(3.3) M x(a) + N x{b) + f [dLi(s)] x{s) = h, 
[dL,(s)] x{s) = I2 . 1 
Without any loss of generality we may assume 
(3,4) K, Li and L2 e ^Г^ ; 0 g m^ g 2n and rank (M, N)^m^, 
(Given Fe^i^ with A"*'F(a) = A~F(b) = 0, there exists F^eâ^'T^ such that 
F - F^e JT) 
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Analogously as in [19] we put for t e J 
(3,5) q{t) = ['[dLi(s)] x(s) , r{t) = f'[dL^Cs)] x(s) , u(t) = x{a) , 
Ja Ja 
v{t) = x{b) , w{t) = I [dX(s)] x(s) , z(t) = w{b) . 
It follows that 
M x{a) + N x{b) + q{b) = h , r{b) = I, , 
v[a) = x(b) , w(^a) = 
Let us denote for f e J 
At) = 
«(«, 
0 , 2 
) = 0, r (a) = 0 . 
<a) = w(fe). 
'A{t) 0 0 C{t) D{t) 0 Я(()' 
Li(() 0 0 0 
LJCO 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Щ 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
ГМ 0 0 
^ = 
0 0 0 
0 /„, 0 
0 0 /„, 
7„ 0 0 -
0 0 0 
0 0 0 






















0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
- / „ 0 0 
0 /pO 
0 0 / J 
5 
w(a) = = x(a) , 
jr = 
'N I^^ 0 0 0 0 0" 
0 0 / ^ , 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
/ „ 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 -7^, 0_ 
L^^m + 2n + 2 p , l J 
h 
m mi + m2 , jU = 2m + 2n + 2p , v = m + 3n + 2p. 
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Then j3 fe^ r f , „ dQt{I - {A-^s/{t)y) Ф 0 on J, сре^Г,, Л and JTeM^^,, 
rank (e/#, Ж) = fi, xe ^^ and the problem (3,2), (3,3) is equivalent to the two-point 
problem 
(3,6) p- = D[^(0 { + <p(0], 
dT 
(3.7) ^ i{d) + Ж ^(b) - X 
in the follov îng sense. If x is a solution to (3,2), (3,3) and if the functions q, r, w, t;, 
w, z are given by (3,5), then the v — vector function ^ = (x\ q\ r\ u\ v\ w\ z')' is 
a solution to (3,6), (3,7). On the other hand, if ^ = {x\ q\ r\ u\ v\ w\ z')' is a solu­
tion to (3,6), (3,7), then the n-vector function x formed by its first n components is 
a solution to (3,2), (3,3) and the other components q, r, u, v, w and z fulfil (3.5). 
By Theorem 2,2, the problem (3,6), (3,7) has a solution iff 
(3.8) ii\b) Ф) - ti\a) Ф) - ^\_àn\i)\ ф) = Гх 
for any solution (?/, A) of the problem 
(3.9) ^=.D[-r,^^{t)-}, 
dr 
(3.10) rj\a) + ГЛ = 0 , fj\b) - ГЖ = 0 . 
According to the definition of j / , J^, Ж, cp and %, the problem (3,9), (3,10) is 
equivalent (in the same sense as (3,2), (3,3) is equivalent to (3,6), (3,7)) to the problem 
of finding у e ^Y'n^ X^ G ^^^ and A2 ^ ̂ mi ^^^^ ^̂ ^̂  J is a solution on J of the 
equation 
(3.11) ^ ' = -D г - / A{t) - l\ L,{t) - X\ L,{i) - ^y\i) m{i) K(0 l , 
and 
(3.12) y\d) + k\M + f f{s) dC(s) = 0 , у\Ъ) - À\N - Г y\s) dD{s) = 0 . 
Ja Ja 
Thus we have 
Theorem 3,1. The boundary value problem (3,2), (3,3) fulfilling [3,1) and (3,4) 
has a solution iff 
(3.13) y\b)f{b) - y\a)f{a) - Ç[dy\s)]f{s) = X\h + ^,1, 
for any solution (y, Â , ^2) of the adjoint problem (3,11), (3,12). 
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Remark 3,1. Let us notice that the equation (3,2) admits in our case only solutions 
with bounded variation on J. This follows from the relationship between the equa­
tions (3,2) and (3,6). Symmetrically we can show that if g e ^У^ ^^^ ^' ^ ^ ^«' 
then the problem of finding an n-vector function y, Я̂  e ^^^ and l2^^m ^^ch that у 
is a solution on J of 
(3.14) ^-£ = D\-f A{t) - X\ Lli) - X\ L,{t) - Çy\s) dH{s) K{t) + зХО] 
and 
(3.15) y\a) + X\M + ?y\s) dC{s) = p', y\b) - X\N - f y\s) dD{s) = q' 
« 
admits only such solutions (y, X^, Я2) that у e J^f"„. Moreover, the following theorem 
is true. 
Theorem 3,2. Let (3,1) and (3,4) hold. Let g e J^ir„ and p,qe M„. Then the bound­
ary value problem (3,14), (3,15) has a solution iff 
g\b) x{b) - g\a) x{a) - Cg\s) dx{s) = q' x{b) - f x{a) 
for any solution x of the homogeneous problem, 
(3,16) — = DÏA{t) X + C{t) x{a) + D{t) x{b) + H{t) f'[dK(s)] x(s)l, 
(ЗД7) M x{a) + N x{b) + f [dLi(s)] x{s) = 0 , 
r[dL,(s)]x(5) = 0. 
, Jo 
Remark 3,2. Let 
C{i) x{a) + D(t) x{b) = F(t) (C x(a) + D x{b)) on 3 , 
where F s ^тГ?,, and C,DB ^^„ are such that 
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and let us denote 
*=H: *=й-
Then there exist adjoint and complementary adjoint matrices P, Q and P, Q such that 
-ЙР + Щ= 02„- . , , . . , -MP + m= h.-n., 
(cf. [19] §4). Let us put Fi(f) = (F(f), 0„,2„-„,-,) for ( e J. For any solution {y, X^, 
A2)of(3,ll), (3,12) we have 
y\a) P + /(b) Q = X\[-MP + NQ\+({ y\s)dF,{s)\- MP + NQ] = 
I y\s)dF,(s) 
and 
УХО) P + y\b) Ö = Al . 
Consequently, by Theorem 3,1, the problem (3,2), (3,3) has a solution iff 
y\b)f{b) - y\a)f{a) - [\àyXs)y{s) = {y\a) P + y\b) Q) h + П, 
for any solution (y, Я) to 
^ = 2 ) Г - / Ait) - {y\a) P + y\b) Q) L,{t) - Г L,{t) -Çy\s) [dH{s)-] щ! , 
y\a)P + yXb)Q-Cy\s)dF, = 0 
Analogously as in Theorem 6,2 of [19] we can deduce from Theorem 2,3 the 
following 
Theorem 3,3. Let (3,1) and (3,4) hold. Let the homogeneous problem (3,16), (3,17) 
have exactly r linearly independent solutions on J. Then its adjoint (3,11), (3,12) 
has exactly r* =^ r + m — n linearly independent solutions on J. 
[Couples [yj, Xj)e ^i^^ x M^ (j = 1,2,..., p) are said to be linearly dependent 
on J if there exists a nonzero p-vector (fc ,̂/c2, ..., fc^,) such that ki yi{t) + 
+ ki У lit) + ... + kpyp{t) = 0on J and k^X^ + fc2>^2 + ... + M P = ^0 
Thus we generalized Theorems 6,1 and 6,2 of [19]. 
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4. AN **INTEGRO-ALGEBRAIC* SYSTEM 
Let 
(4.1) KeSe^r, K{-,s)G^'rl„ and X(a, s) = 0 for any se J; 
P e ^rl„, P{a) = 0 ; Re ^i^rn,n I w e J'-T^ , u{a) = 0 ; 
In §5 we shall reduce the boundary value problem (0,3), (0,2) to an "integro-
algebriac" system of the form 
(4.2) h{t) + P{t) с + \ K{t, s)dh{s) = u{t) on J , 
Qc + I i^(s)d/<s) = Г, 
where h e ^^\, regular on (a, b) and vanishing at a dine с e ^„ are looked for. The 
system (4,2), the corresponding homogeneous system 
(4.3) h{t) + P{t) с +[ K{t, s) dh{s) = 0 on J , 
Qc + \ R{s) dh{s) = 0 
and the adjoint system for (x, y) e ^i^^ x M^ 
(4.4) iit) + i R{t) + Çx\s) d,X(s, 0 = 0 on J , 
fQ +Cx\s)àP{s) =0 
shall be treated in this paragraph. In particular we shall prove two lemmas needed 
in §5. 
Lemma 4Д. The system (4,2) fulfilling (4,1) has a solution iff 
(4.5) ïx\s)du{s) + fv = 0 
for any solution (%, y) to (4,4). 
Lemma 4,2. Let (4,1) /loW. The homogeneous systems (4,3) an J (4,4) possess at 
most a finite number of linearly independent solutions on J. / / (4,3) has exactly r 
linearly independent solutions on J, then (4,4) has exactly r^ = r Л- m — n linearly 
independent solutions on J. 
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The necessity of the condition (4,5) for the existence of a solution to (4,2) follows 
readily. In fact, let (h, c) and (%, y) be solutions to (4,2) and (4,4), respectively. Then 
according to (1,2,4) we have 
(4.6) Çx\t)duit) + fv = 
= rV(o и к о + Pif) ' + JVf. 5) акЩ] + f jöc + [Vo dKoj = 
= Ï'kit) + f Rit) + [V(s) d,K(s, t)\ dh{t) + U'Q + j V ( 0 dP{t)\ с = 0. 
To prove the lemmas completely we have to make use of the following general theorem 
due to §t. Schwabik ([16]). 
Proposition. Let ^ be a Banach space and ^* its dual. Let ^ a ^"^ be a total 
space {i.e. y(x) ~ 0 for all у e^ implies x = 0) which is also a Banach space. 
Let T : ^ ~* ^ be a completely continuous operator and let the operator T' : ̂  -> 
-^ ^* be such that y{Tx) = T" y{x) for all XE^ and ye^ and T{^) с ^ . Then 
either (a) 
the equation 
(4.7) X + Tx = X 
has in 6C only one solution for any xe ^ 
or{b) 
the equation 
(4,7') x+ Tx = 0 
has r, 0 < r < 00, linearly independent solutions in Ж. 
In the case (b), the equation 
(4.8) J + T> = 0 
has also r linearly independent solutions in ^. 
Moreover, the equation (4,7) has a solution in Ж iff y{x) — 0 for any solution у 
о/(4,8). Symmetrically, the equation 
у + Ту = у • 
has a solution in ^ for у e^ Ш У{^) = О for any solution x of (4.1'). 
(For the proof see [16].) 
In the sequel we denote by ^ „ the space of all column n-vector functions of 
bounded variation on [of, b], regular on (a, b) and vanishing at a. Furthermore, let 
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m put p = max (m, n), Ж = i^„ x Mp a,nd ^ = J'iT* x m*. Then ^ and ^ are 
Banach spaces equipped with the norms 
X = (fo, с) e ^ -> ||x||^ = \\h\\^^ + l|c|l = varj h + \\c\\ 
and 
y = {x\ f)B'S/-. \\y\\^ = 11x̂ 11̂ ^ + llf II = llf (a)|| + var^f + ||/ | | , 
respectively. The space ^ can be identified with a subspace of ^*. The value of the 
functional y = {x\ y')e^ on x = {h, c) e ^ is given by 
Furthermore, let us put 
and 
p{t) = (p(0, o„,_„), Ö = (Ô, o ,̂̂ _„) - / , 
jR(r) = R{t) , V = V if m'^n {p = m) . 
Then (4,2) becomes 
(4,10) ft(0 + P{t) с +[ K{t, s) dh{s) = u{t) on J , 
f ^(s) d/i(s) с + ÖC + Щ Щ8) = V , 
where [h, с) e ^ is looked for. 
Let us notice that while the systems (4,10) and (4,2) are in the case p = n identical, 
they differ a little from each other it p = m. In the latter case we have the following 
relationship between the systems (4,2) and (4,10). If {h, c) is a solution to (4,2) and 
if d is an arbitrary m-vector such that the n-vector formed by its first n components 
coincides with c, then (/z, d) is a solution to (4,10). On the other hand, if (/i, d) is 
a solution to (4,10), then (/z, c) where с is an n-vector formed by the first n components 
of J is a solution to (4,2). This indicates that if p = m, then the homogeneous 
system 
(4,11) h{t) + P{t) с + \ K{t, s) dh{s) = 0 on J , 
f R{s) dh{s) = с + Qc + 1 (s) dh(s) = 0 
has exactly m •-' n Hnearly independent solutions on J more than the system (4,3). 
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Let us put 
lp(t) с + f K{t, s) dh{s)\ 
\QC + R{s) dh{s) 
Then Tis a Unear continuous mapping of ^ into itself. (Clearly T(^) с J^ir„ x ^^,. 
Moreover, since К is by (4,1) bounded on J x J and K{t + , •),X(r-, •)e^i^„^n 
for any f G (a, fe), we have by the convergence theorem for Y-integrals ([5] II 19,3,14) 
for any h G J^ir„ and t e (a, b) 
lim K{t + T, 5) d/i(s) - X(f + , s) d/i(s) 
-̂*0+Ja Ja 
ль ль 




(p{t) = f K{t, s) dh{s) G ^ i r ^ 
for any h G J^ir„. It follows immediately that Т(^) c ^.) Furthermore, given x G ^ 
and y e^,WQ have by (4,6) <Tx, j ) = <x, T' j) , where 
уй +\xXs)àP{s) j 
Since by Theorem 3,2 of [14] Tis completely continuous and by Lemma 5,1 of [14] 
^ is a total subspace of ^*, all the assumptions of Proposition are fulfilled. Applying 
Proposition to the systems (4,10) and (4,11) we get Lemmas 4,1 and 4,2 immediately. 
(The adjoint systems (4,4) and 
(4,12) x\t) + 7̂  Щ + f x\s) d,K{s, t) = 0 on J , 
f +fQ +ïx\s)dP{s) = 0 
are in a similar relationship as the systems (4,3) and (4,11). If p = n, then the system 
(4,12) has exactly n — m linearly independent solutions on J more than the system 
(4,4)-) 
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Analogously as Lemma 4,1 we can prove the symmetrical assertion >, i 
Lemma 4,3. Let (4,1) hold and let a. e ^i^„, ß e ЗЛ.„. Then the system of equations 
for{x,y)eâ§r„x^„ 
X\t) + f R(t) + rx\s)dj^{s, t) = a\t) on J, 
fQ+ Cx\s)dP{s) = ß' 
has a solution iff 
+ ß'c = 0 t a\s) äh{s) 
for any solution {h, c) to (4,3). 
5. INTEGRAL BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR GENERALIZED LINEAR 
INTEGRODIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WITH A GENERAL KERNEL 
Let 
(5.1) A e 0irl^^ , (А"'Л(0)^ = 0 on J , G e S^m^^, 
G(-, 5) G ^rl^^ for any 5 e J , С and D e ^Г^^^, / e 0^Г1, 
Ma,ndNem^„, L e J'-T^^^ and / e ^ ^ . 
Let us consider the boundary value problem (P): to find an n-vector function x of 
bounded variation on J which is on J a solution to the generahzed linear integro-
differential equation 
(5.2) ^ = DÏA{t) X + C{t) x{a) + D{t) x{b) + !\dfi{t, 5)] ^(5) + f{t)] 
and fulfils the additional condition 
(5.3) M x{a) + N x{b) + f [dL(s)] x{s) = I. 
Without any loss of generality we may assume further 
(5.4) C{a) = D{a) = 0 , G{a, s) = 0 on J , L{a) = 0 , 
G{t, .) e ^Г'^^„ for any f e J , Le ШГ'^^п. 
Let и denote the evolution matrix function for the equation 
~ = D[Ait)x] 
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where 
с e ^ „ a n d 
for t, se J and f ф 5 , 
-X{t)A-X-\t) for t = s, 
According to (1,3,10) the function U coincides with the evolution matrix function V 
corresponding to the adjoint equation 
dt 
Denoting U{t, a) = X{t) and U{a, t) = Y(t) for te J, we get Y{t) = X^^t) on J 
andU{t,s) = X{t)X~\s)onJ x J, while Z a n d Z " ^ e J^r^,„ and X(a) = Z ~ V ) = 
= / . The variation-of-constants formula (1,3,9) now becomes 
(5.5) x{t) = X{t) с + X{i) f X-\s) dh{s) - X{t) A-X-\t) A-h{t) + 
+ X{t) f X-\s) d/(s) - X{t) A-X-\t) A-/(0 = ^(0 ^ + -̂ (0 f'^"'(^) Щ^) + 
Ja Ja 
+ I H{t, s) àh{s) + X{t) {'x-\s) df{s) + Г H{t, s) d/(s) , 
Ja Ja Ja 
(5.6) h{t) = C{t) x{a) + D{t) x{b) + f [dfi(t, s)] x{s) on J . 
Evidently, h e Säf^ and h{à) = 0. Inserting (5,5) into (5,3) and (5,6) and applying 
Dirichlet's formula (1,2,2) we find that an n-vector function x is a solution to the 
problem (P) iff x is given by (5,5), where h e 1̂ „ and ce äi„ satisfy the "integro-
algebraic" system 
(5.7) h{t) - | c ( ( ) + D{t) X{b) + f [dß{t, s)] X{s)\ с -
- nD{t)X{b)X~\s) + r[d„G(f,a)](X(<T)Z-i(5) + H{a,sy)\dh{s) = 
= Пп{() X{b) X-\s) + !\d„G{t, a)] {X{a) X-\s) + H{<r, s))\ d/(s) on J, 
i n + NX{b) + f [dL(s)] X{s)\ с + f hx{b)X-'{s) + 
+ f[<lL((T)](X((r)X-Hs) + H{a,s))\dh{s) = 
= I -ÇiNX{b)X-'{s) + ï\dL(a)]iXia)X-\s) + Н{а, s))\ df{s) . 
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Let us denote fox t, se J 
(5,8) K{t,s) = -D{t)X{b)X-\s) - f [d,G(t,<T)](X(a)X-i(s) + H{a,s)), 
P{t) = - C{t) - D{t) X{b) - {\dMt' ^y] Ч'') . 
u{t) = - f K{t, ff) d/(ff) , 
Q = M + JV X{b) + I [dL(c7)] X((T) , 
R{t) = N X{b) X-\t)+ ["[dДет)] (X(CT) X ' ^ 0 + (̂< '̂ 0) » 
Lemma 5,1. Let Ф, У e ̂ тГ„,„ be such that 
sup 1|Ф(0 ^(S)! = M < 00 . 
Тйеп 
E(f, s) = Г [d„G(f, <7)] Ф((т) y(s) e ^ J ^ r . 
Proof. Let a = {a = to<ti< ...<tp = b, a = SQ < Si < ... < s, - fc} 
be an arbitrary net subdivision of J x J. Then 
4 2 ; a) = t i l l f'[d.(G(t,, a) - G(r,._i, a))] Ф((т) W{s,) -
- [' [d„(G((,, a) - G(0-b a))] Ф('т) ï'(5.-i)j| é 
^ z i II Г [d-(̂ ('i' *') - (̂'̂ -̂ ' ''̂ )] '̂ (''̂  *'̂ '*- l̂ "̂  
+ II {\aMij' <^) - G{tj-u ^))] ЩC^C^*) - '̂ (^^-O) 
P 9 
йМ{^ t AAĵ G + ( I varS(G((,., •) - G(0-1, •))) • 
j = l k = l J = l 
(il!n%)-'P(^.-i)ll}^ 
s M {W,.XG) + (var* ï')(Évar*(G(t„ •) - G(o_i, •)))} 
7 = 1 
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Given an arbitrary subdivision {a = TQ < TJ < ... < т̂  = b} of J, 
1(111^(0^^0 - G{tj,T,.,) - G(r,_„T,) + G(r,_„T,_01| й y^j.j{G). 
Hence 
fvar^G(0, . ) - ^ ( 0 - i ' - ) ) ^ > ^ . x X ^ ) 
and 
W{E;G)UMWJ,J{G) (1 +va r^ ï ' ) . 
Clearly S(a,s) = 0 on J and var js ( - ,a)< oo (cf. (1,2,5)). Hence 3 e ^^Г^ 
follows. 
Lemma 5,2. Ler us put 
. >^_(G{t,s+) for r, s e J and s < b , 
|а(г, b) for r, s e J and s = b . 
Then Q e Se^r. 
Proof. Let cj = {a = 0̂ < 1̂ < ••• < p̂ = »̂ a = SQ < ŝ  < ... < ŝ  = b} be 
an arbitrary net subdivision of J x J. Given an arbitrary 5 > 0, we have 
y^b{G\ cj) = t t Htp s, + ô)- G{tj, 5,_i +Ô)- G(0-i, 5, + 5) + 
j = i k=l 
+ G(0_i,s,_i +(5)11 gw^.XG), 
where G{t, s) = G{t, b) if s ^ b. Consequently also 
w{Q; a) = lim Ws{G; a) ^ Wj^j{G). 
ô-*0 + 
Lemma 5,3. The functions (5ß) fulfil all the assumptions (4,1). 
Proof. By Lemmas 5,1 and 5,2 
X(r,s) = -D{t)X{b)X-\s) - f [d,G{t,(T)']X(a)X-\s) + 
+ A^G(f, s) Z(s) A-Z-^(s) G ^m^ . 
The remainder is trivial. 
Definition. The problem to find an n-vector function y of bounded variation on / 
and an m-vector A such that y is a solution on J to the generalized Hnear integro-
differential equation 
(5,9) ^ ^ D Г-У' 4 0 - r L(t) - Cfis) àfi{s, O l , 
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while 
(5,10) y\a) + ГМ + Г / ( s ) dC{s) = О , y\b) - ГМ - \ y\s) dD{s) = 0 
is called the adjoint boundary value problem (Pj) to the problem (P). 
Remark 5,1. It follows immediately from (1,2,3) and (1,2,5) that у e ^Г'^ for 
any solution (y, X) of (P*). 
In the following we shall need the variation-of-constants formula for the equation 
(5Д1) ^ = D [ - / 4 0 + ̂ X0]-
di 
Lemma 5,4. Let A e J'f"^,„, {A^A{t)Y = 0 on J and g e J'f"^. Given an arbitrary 
7 e ^„, the unique solution y о/(5,11) on J such that у\Щ = у' is given by 
(5.12) y\i) = fU{b, t) - Г[азХ^)] (f^( '̂ 0 + il{s, t)) , 
where 
(5.13) H(5,0 = f ^° ' t,seJ, t:^s, 
^ ' ^ ' \A^X{t)X-\t) for ; = s. 
Remark 5,2. It follows from (1,2,3), (1,3,4) and (1,3,5) that under our assumptions 
(5Д), 
H(t, t) = Д+Х(Ох-̂ (г) = А+л(г) = A-yl(f) = -x{t)A-X-\t) 
and 
H(t, a) = H{a, t) = Я((, b) = Я(Ь, () = 0 
for any 16 J. Consequently for any te J 
i \ag\s)] H{s, t) = A+^XO A*-^(0 X'^t) = A+^XO A'"^') 
Proof (of Lemma 5,4). We show here only that (5,12) is really a solution of (5,11) 
on J. The uniqueness can be proved similarly as it was done in [17] for the equation 
(1,3,1). 
Let us denote (p\t) = A^g\t) A'^A{t) for t e J. Then (p\t+) = (p\t-) = (p\a) = 
= (p'(b) = 0 for any t G J. Hence for any t e J A'^(p\t) = ~(p\t) and by (1,2,1) 
Çcp\s) dA{s) = ~cp\t) A{t) - !\d<pXs)] A{s) - Л>ХО ^^Щ = -̂  
= -cp\i)A{{) - A^cp\i)A{t) - A^(p\i)A^A{t) = A^ g\t) {A^^ A{i)y = 0 . 
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Furthermore by (1,2,2) for any te J 
Г ( Ç w i a ) ] U{a, s)\ dA{s) = Ç[dg\s)-] ( Гс/(х, er)dA{c)\ + à^g\t) А+Дг) . 
Thus inserting (5,12) into ь̂ 
|yXs)d^(5). 
we get by (1,3,5) for any t e J 
Çy\s)àA{s) = f {u{b,s)dA(s) Wis)] U{s, (T) dA{a) - A+ffXO A*40 = 
= fU{b, t) - !\dg\s)-] U{s, t) - A*g\t) A*A{t) -f+ g\b) - g\t) = 
= y\t) - y\b) + g\b) - gXt). 
It follows immediately that y is a solution to (5,11) on J. 
Theorem 5Д. The boundary value problem (P) fulfilling (5,1) and (5,4) has a solu­
tion iff 5̂ 
| / ( s ) d / ( s ) = r / 
for any solution (y, X) of the adjoint problem {P*)-
Proof. Sufficiency. By Lemmas 4,1 and 5,3 the given problem (P) has a solution 
iff given an arbitrary solution (x, y) of the system 
,'5,14) xXO + f Щ + [ X\s) d,K(s, 0 = 0 on J , 
/ö+|V(s)dP(s) = 0, 
(where K{t, s), R{t), P{t) and Q are defined by (5,8)) it holds 
(5,15) 0 = rV(0 du(0 + fv = 
= - jV(t) к Гк(^ s) d/(s)l + fl - rÇR{t) df{t). 
Let (x, y) be an arbitrary solution of (5,14). Then according to (1,2,4) 
[ V ( 0 àu{t) + fv= - [ Y [V(s) {a,K{s, f)] + f R{t)\ d/(0 + y'l = 
= {\\t)df{t) + y4. 
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We shall show that (x, — y) is a solution to (P*). By (5,14)i we have 
(5,16) 
xXt) = - / R{t) - j V ( s ) d,K{s, t) = LfN + Cx\s) dD{s)\ X{b)X-\t) + 
+ {'Usl-f Щ + J V W [d.G(a,s)]|1 {X{s)X-\t) + H{s, t)) , 
since by (1,2,6) 
\\\s) ïdJ\d„G{s, a)-] iX{cT)X-'{t) + H{a, t))\ = 
= f ' k f'^X'^) [àM^' Щ{Ч^)Х-\г) + H{s, 0) . 
{H(s, t) is defined by (5,13) and by Remark 5,2 has the same meaning as in (5,5).) 
It follows immediately from Lemma 5,4 that x(0 is a solution of (5,9) on J such that 
Д Ь ) = -fN+ ï\Xs)dD{s). 
Finally, since by Remark 5,2 for any se J 
^b rb 
+ 
[d^G{s, a)] H{(T, a) = 0 and [dL((7)] Я(сг, a) = 0 , 
(5,14)2 and (5,16) yield 
xXa) = -fNX{b) - f Ç[dL{a)]X{a) + Ç х\ст) dD(a) X{b) 
Ja Ja 
+ [ V(s) к ['[d,G(5, <T)] X{cr)\ = fM - Çx\s) dC(s) . 
J a I. J a J Ja 
Consequently, the couple (x, —y) is a solution to the problem (PQ). This completes 
the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
Necessity. Let x, y e ^i^^ and X G Ш^, Then by (1,2,1), (1,2,6) and by the substitu­
tion theorem for Y-integrals ([5] II 19,3,7) 
(5,17) 
f^XO к Ui) - f'[d^(s)] x{i) - C{i) x(a) - Щ x{b) - !\dfi{t, s)] x{s)\\ + 
+ j T d , (jXt) + rV(s) dA{s) + Г L{t) + Çy\s) dfiis, t)\\ x{t) = 
= \y\b) - [V(t) dZ)(0j x{b) - Ïy\a) + Çy\t) dC(OJ x{a) + Г J'[dL(0] x(t). 
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In particular, if x and ( j , X) are solutions to (P) and (P*), respectively, then (5,17) 
yields 
f y\t) df{t) = À' ^M x{a) + N x{b) + I 
>b 
[dL(r)]x(m = r/ . 
R e m a r k 5,3. Let us put 
и :xe J*f^„ -^Ux = (/i, c) e Г^ x 
where 
x{d) and h{i) = C(t) x{d) -f /)(r) x(b) + [d^G(r, s)] x(s) on J 
and 
F : (/î, с) e ir„ X ^„ -^ F(/2, c) = x e J ' ' r „ , 
where 
x{i) = U{t, a)c + h{t) - I [d,U{t, s)] h{s) on J . 
We know from the foregoing that if x is a solution to the homogeneous boundary 
value problem (PQ) on J 
dx 
d^ 
D \Ä{t) X + C(t) x{a) + D{t) x{b) + \ [d,G{t, s)] x(s) 1 , 
M x{a) + N x{b) + f [dL(s)] x{s) , 
then l/x is a solution to the system 
(5,18) h{t) + P(r) с + \ K{t, s) dh{s) = 0 on J , 
6c + j i^(5) d/7(s) = 0 . 
Conversely, if (/г, с) is a solution to (5,18), then V{h, c) is a solution to (Po). Obviously, 
X and (й, с) being solutions to (PQ) and (5,18), respectively, then VUx ~ x and 
UV{h, c) = (h, c). Thus we have a linear one-to-one correspondence between the 
solutions of (Po) and of (5,18). In particular, it follows from Lemma 4,2 that the 
problem (Po) has at most a finite number of linearly independent solutions on / . 
Moreover, if (Po) has exactly r linearly independent solutions on J, then (5,18) has 
also exactly r linearly independent solutions on J and its adjoint (5,14) has exactly 
r"^ =z r + m — n linearly independent solutions on J. Since by the proof of Theorem 
5,1 a couple ( j , X) e ^i^„ x ^ ^ is a solution to (P*) iff (y, -Я) is a solution to (5,14), 
the following theorem is true. 
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Theorem 5,2. Let the conditions (5,1) and (5,4) be fulfilled. Then both the homo-
geneous boundary value problem (PQ) and its adjoint (P*) have at most a finite 
number of linearly independent solutions on J. Moreover, if (PQ) has exactly r 
linearly independent solutions on J, then (P*) has exactly r"^ = r + m — n linearly 
independent solutions on J. 
To complete the Fredholm theory for the boundary value problem (P) we shall 
show that the problem (PQ) is a well-posed adjoint to the nonhomogeneous problem 
(P*) corresponding to (P*). 
Theorem 5,3. Let p and q e M„, g e ^i^^ and let (5,1) and (5,4) hold. Then the 
boundary value problem (P*) to find (y, A) e J f̂̂ „ x M^ such that y is a solution 




^^=DÏ-f A{t) - r L{t) - Çy\s) dfi{s, t) + g\t)\ 
y\a) + ГМ+ ( yXs) dC(s) = p', yXb) - AW - f y\s) AD{s) = q', 
Ja Ja 
has a solution iff 
C[dg\s)] x{s) = q' x{b) - f x{a) 
for any solution x to (PQ). 
Proof. By Lemma 5,4 and by the formula (1,2,6), the problem (P*) is equivalent 
to the system of equations for (y, Я, y) e J*ir„ x ^^ x ^„ 
(5,19) y\t) = fU{b, t) + r Ç[dL{s)] {U{s, t) + H{s, t)) + 
+ Çy\s) ïdJ\d^G{s, (т)] {и{а, t) + Н{а, 0)1 - С Wis)] {U{s, t) + H{s, t)) 
on J, 
(y\a) =) fU{b, a) + r Ç[dL{s)-\ U{s, a) + Г у Х « ) к ["[^.0(5, a)] U{a, a)l -
- f Wi^)} U{s, a)= -ГМ- ÇyXs) dC{s) + p', 
Ja Ja 
{y\b) =) f = rN + Çy\s) dD{s) + q', 
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where H{s, t) is given by (5,13). Inserting (5Д9)з into (5,19)i and (5,19)2, we reduce 
the system (5,19) to the system for {y, X) e âSf„ x 0t^ 
(5,20) y\i) - X' \^Щ, f) + f [dL(s)] ([7(s, t) + n{s, A -
- f V x ^ ) k b ( s ) Щ, i) + f*[d.G(5, <T)] Ща, t) + Я(<т, г))!] = 
= - Г [d^X«)] (t̂ («> 0 + 4^^ 0) + 9̂ С̂ (Ь, О on J, 
к' [M + NV{b, a) + Г [dL(5)] U(s, a)l + 
+ [ V X s ) k | Ф ) + ö(^) f̂ (b, a) + J*[d„G(s, a)] t/(cT, a) j l = 
^V'-CL' и{Ь, a) + !\dg\s)-] C7(s, a) . 
The system (5,20) has a solution iff 
0 = ÇL' U{b, t)-( [dg\s)-] (1/(5, t) + H{s, t))\ dh{t) + L - q' U{b, a) + 
+ Г [dg\s)-] U{s, a)\ с = p'c - q' |{/(Ь, a) с - Cu{b, t) dÄ(f)l + 
+ | ' [d3X0]| t^(^ «) ^ - \\uit, s) + H{t, s)) dh(s)\ 
for any solution (h, c) e âSr'„ x âi„ to the system (5,18) (cf. (5,8) and Lemma 4,3). 
Let us denote for ( 6 J 
Then x(t) is a solution of the equation 
dx 
d7 
on J. Furthermore, x(a) = c. 
:{t) = U{t, a) с - UU(t, s) + H{t, s)) dh{s). 
Ja 
i
= D[A{t) X - /i(/)] 
h{t) = - |c(f) + Z)(0 U(b, a) + r[d„G(f, a)] {U{a, a) + H{a, a))\ 
+ Г | о ( 0 и(Ь, s)+{ ld,G{t, a)] {V{a, s) + H{a, s))\ dh{s) = 
с + 
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== -C{t)c- D{t) | t /(b, a)c- { U{b, s) àh{s)\ -
- I* [dfiit, s)-] |c/(s, a) с - ï\u{s, a) + H{s, a)) dh{a)\ = 
= - | c ( 0 x{a) + D(t) х(Ь) + !\dfi{t, s)] x(s)| 
and 
0 = J M + N U{b, a) + \ [dL(<r)] (7((т, a)l с -
- f JJV U{b, s) + Г[аЬ(а)] (C/(ff, s) + Я((т, s))j d/i(s) = 
= M x(a) + N x{b) + I [dL(s)] x{s). 
This completes the proof. 
Remark 5,3. Let us consider the boundary value problem (я) 
A{t) X + C{t) x{a) + D{t) x{b) + f [d,G(f, s)] x{s) + f{t) ., 




(5,22) Ä, С and D are n x n-matrix functions L-integrable on J; / is an n-vector 
function L-integrable on J; G is an n x n-matrix function such that 
varj G{t, •) < 00 for any te J and 
j*[varSG(^-)] dt < oo ; 
M,Ne ^^.„ ; Le ^i^^^-n and I e ^^ . 
Solutions to (5,21) are sought as absolutely continuous functions on J fulfilling (5,21) 
almost everywhere on J. (Let us notice that 
{\dfi{t, s)] x{s)\\ й [var^ G{t, •)] \\x\Uy 
J a II 
for any X e J^ir„ and t e J. Hence owing to (5,22) 
[11 {\dfi{t, s)] X 
J a\\J a 
Щ d( < GO .) 
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Without any loss of generality we may assume Land G(t, •) to be regular on J for 
any t e J. 
Let us put 
A,{t)=ÇA{s)ds, C,{t)= rc{s)âs, D,{t)=rD{s)ds, f,{t)=^'f{s)âs 
Ja Ja Ja Ja 
and 
Gi{t, s)= ( G(T, S) dr . 
Then the equation (5,21) is evidently equivalent with the generahzed integrodifferen-
tial equation 
(5,23) ^ = i) ÏA,{t) X + C,{t) x{a) + D,{t) x{b) + Г [dfi,{t, s)] x{s) + f,{t)\ 
(cf. (1,2,6)). The functions Л^, C ,̂ D^,/^ and L certainly fulfil the conditions (5,1), 
while /i(fl) = 0 and Ci{a) = D^(a) = G^[a, s) = 0 for any se J. Moreover, given 
an arbitrary net subdivision {a = to < t^ < ... < tp = b, a = SQ < Si < ... < Sq = 
= b} of J X J, we have 
t iAAj,,G, = t t \\r [ G ( T , 5 , ) - G ( T , 5 , _ 0 ] 
^ f i H^^ Sk) - G{r, s,_,)\\ dr ^ С[уат1 G(T, .)] dT < o) 
Ja'^=l Ja 
and 
f ||Gi(^, 5,.) - Gi(f, 5,._i)j| ^ I [var^ G(T, .)] dr < 00 for any te J. 
j=^ Ja 
Thus Gl e ^J^f". Applying Theorems 5,1-5,3 to the problem (5,23), (5,3) we get 
immediately the following statements generalizing Theorems 3,1 and 3,2 of [20]. 
dr < 
Corollary 5Д. The boundary value problem (к) fulfilling (5,22) has a solution iff 
! y\s)f{s)ds = n 
for any solution (y, X) e ^i^„ x ^ ^ of its adjoint (тс*) 
^ = D ï-y' A,{t) - Г L{t) - ÇyXs) G{s, t) dsl , 
y\a) + À'M + f yXs) C{s) ds = 0 , y^b) - ГЫ - Г y\s) D{s) ds = 0 . 
Ja Ja 
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Corollary 5,2, Let (5,22) hold. Then both the hombgeneous problem (яо) 
~ = A{t) X + C{t) x{a) 4- D{t) x{b) + f [dfi{t, s)] x{s), 
d^ Je , 
M x{a) + N x{b) + I [dL(s)] x{s) = 0 
and its adjoint (я*) have at most a finite number of linearly independent solutions 
on J, Moreover, if {TIQ) has exactly r linearly independent solutions on J, then (TI*) 
has exactly r"^ = r + m — n linearly independent solutions on J, 
Corollary 5,3. Let (5,22) hold. Let A^{t) = Д A(s) ds on J and g e J 'lT^; p,qe 0t^. 
Then the problem to find (y, Я) e Mi^^ x ^ ^ such that y is a solution on J to the 
generalized integrodifferential equation 
~ = D \ - f A,{t) - X' Щ - {\\s) G{s, t) as + g\i)\ 




has a solution iff 
' Wis)-} x{s) = q' x{b) - p' x{a) Г 
for any solution x to (яо). 
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